
Product details:

 Model name:  Professional heated taper iron F998EV
 Auto shut off:  60 minutes auto shut-off when stop working
 Logo:  Silk screen printing
 Wire label:  Customized
 Certification:  CE, Rohs,cETLus, CCC,CB
 Package:  Magnetic box
 Carton:  20pcs/CTN
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Delivery:  15 days after deposit
 Usage:  Salon usage,home usage
 Main market:  Western Europe, North America,South America,Middle East
 Service type:  OEM, ODM, private label

Catalogue of this curling iron:
F998EV has a tapered barrel that allows you make either tight hair or looser hair, it's depending on where you
wrap your hair. F998EV taper hair iron is a professional slaon hair curling iron with easy loackable clamp for
option, just press the button in lock or unlock position to opposite position, then you could choose lock or
unlock clamp freely.

 
The other details of taper iron F998EV:
F998EV, this taper heated curling iron is designed with 2pcs PTC heaters, consistent heat, which is heat up very
fast and also have 60 minutes auto shut-off when stop working funciton. Lock and unlock clamp design, used
best quality Korea nano tourmaline ceramic powder, advanced technology, eliminate frizz hair and seals the
cuticle, leaving hair saft and shiny.



Magnetic box we used for taper heated iron F998EV:
Magnetic box is one of the most high end box for our products, we used magnetic box with strong white paper
and luxury design, magnet cap, and accept your own design with your private logo if product can reach to
1000pcs at a time.



Marketing selling points of hot selling taper curling iron F998EV:
* Forms diverse natural looking curls
* Tapered nano tourmaline ceramic coating barrel
* Auto shut-off appliance when stop working
* 2pcs PTC heaters most safe temperature control
* Customized silk screen printing logo
* Stabilized working temperature heat up very fast
* Durable temperature spread out digital temperature readout

Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details:

* Magnetic gift box
* Size of GB: 12.5*31*6.5cm
* 20pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 58.8*38.5*26cm
* G.W.: 15.8 KG
* N.W.: 8.0 KG
* 1*20GP=13750pcs
* 1*40GP=27250pcs

Delivery terms:  Sample express by air, mass production by sea

How to use tapered curling iron F998EV:
Tapered wands make gorgeous luscious curls and can last a long time. Tapered barrel that allows
make tigh and looser curls, professional salon qualtiy features and safety features include long
barrel 142mm length, cool tip, lock and unlock clamp to meet different curling habits.
1. Turn your iron on to about 370F and divided your hair and separated the bottom portion into
threes.
2. Bring your trapered curling iron behind your head and wrap your hair around the wand.



3. After about 10 seconds, release the section from wand and hold the curl by your fingers for 5
seconds.
4. Do the same things to other sections as the first one, and brush your curls with your fingers.

The other curling tongs you may look for:
F998V, hot selling hair curling wand pro tourmaline nano-silver coating, heated hair wand hair curling iron magic
spiral for short and long hair, hair curling tourmaline ceramic coating, the high quality product with fashion
temperature readout and metal stand, 60 minutes auto shut off when appliance stop working.

http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Hot-selling-hair-curling-wand-pro-tourmaline-nana-silver-coating-F998A.html#.WBcVnuyECP0



